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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Swearing, a controversial linguistic phenomenon, has recently become more of a social 
norm in some segments of Egyptian mass media. Much of the blame for the growth of swearing 
as a linguistic phenomenon, meanwhile, has been directed at mass media itself. This study 
investigates swearing in the speech community of female college students affiliated with the 
upper class in Egyptian society. The study examined the commonly-held notion that women use 
weaker swear words than men. Also examined were the effect of gender constellations on swear 
words use, and the social and linguistic functions swear words accomplish in this speech 
community. 154 participants responded to the study online survey and 6 of the questionnaire 
respondents participated in the follow-up interviews. The study, in line with Stapleton (2003), 
Fägersten (2012), Zawrotna (2016), and Rosenberg et al. (2017), revealed that the female speech 
community analyzed in this study uses swear words less frequently than males of the same 
speech community, yet equally offensive. Swearing takes place in both same sex and mixed 
gender groups. 67.2 % of participants’ swearing behavior has not been inhabited by the presence 
of males. While some participants in accordance with Frank and Anshen (1983) showed no 
change in their swearing behavior or in accordance with Jay (1986) decreased their swearing, 
some participants in accordance with limbrick (1991) increased their swearing in males’ 
presence. The study population uses swear words to express anger as well as emphasis, intimacy, 
humor/joy, pain, social bonding and solidarity. 
 
Keywords: offensive language, swear words, impoliteness, gender, taboo language, language 
appropriate use, swearing, Arabic language teaching 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
 
 Swearing, in basic terms, is the use of potentially offensive, inappropriate or 
unacceptable words in a given social context (Fägersten, 2012). Dirty words, curse words, bad 
words, cuss words, obscenities, vulgarisms, expletives, profanities, epithets, blasphemy, bawdy 
language, foul language, rude language, or taboo language are all – interchangeable – aliases of 
swear words. While these words, which “have become increasingly prevalent in oral 
communication” (Sapolsky & Kaye, 2005, p.293), are generally not supposed to be used in 
certain situations, their use is not always equivalently offensive in all contexts (Jay, 1992; 
Kapoor, 2016). Swearing, as an act of speech, could be a matter of reward, punishment or 
complete indifference depending on the sociocultural context, and community (of practice in a 
culture) in which it occurs. This makes swearing a fascinating social behavior, especially when 
taking into consideration diverse variables such as speaker-listener relationship (including 
gender, occupation, and status), the social-physical setting, and the level of formality (Jay, 
Timothy, and Kristin, 2008 & Fägersten, 2012). Swearing fulfills "unique”, yet sometimes 
overlapping functions: expletive, abusive, social and stylistic functions (Wang, 2013 and Allan 
& Burridge, 2009). The bulk of research on this topic, which in fact amounts to a relatively small 
number of studies, tends to analyze and delineate the use of swear words rather than addressing 
it as "socially determined behavior" (Fägersten, 2012, p.20). The investigation of the influence 
of social context on swearing was undertaken in situations where swear words occurred at a high 
frequency in the informal conversations of college students (e.g., Staley, 1978; Krishnayya, 
2001; Bailey and Timm,1976; Risch, 1987; Stapleton, 2003; Fägersten, 2012). This was 
undertaken by word frequency studies giving credit to sociolinguistic approach to swearing by 
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focusing on a hypothetical situation, interlocutor age, and interlocutor gender (Fägersten, 2012). 
Wierzbicka (1991), Staley (1978), and Bailey and Timm (1976) have investigated the 
motivations, and the various emotions that may provide the impetus for swearing. Studies 
investigating interlocutor age have garnered significant results regarding the age of speakers and 
their addressees; these studies examine, children hearing and using swear words (e.g., Jay, 1992), 
swearing patterns amongst men and women of various ages (e.g., Oliver & Rubin, 1975), and 
the swearing patterns in the presence of older people (e.g., Staley, 1978). All of these factors 
affected the use of swear words as well as offensiveness of the swear words used. Interlocutor 
gender, which this study is addressing, is the most thoroughly investigated sociolinguistic factor. 
However, it is also the site of considerable controversy. While Lakoff, (1973), Bailey and Timm 
(1976), Hughes (1992), Oliver and Rubin (1975), Risch (1987), and Staley (1978), Selnow 
(1985) supported the stereotype of women using weak expletives, Staley (1978), Risch (1987), 
De Klerk (1992), McEnery and Xiao (2004), Sapolsky and Kaye (2005), McEnery (2005), 
Matthew et al.’s (2008), Stapleton (2003), Limbrick (1991), Krishnayya (2001), and Fägersten’s 
(2012), Kapoor (2016), Zawrotna (2016), and Rosenberg et al. (2017) refuted the 
aforementioned stereotype.  
Statement of the Problem 
Swearing has recently become more of a social norm in some segments of Egyptian mass 
media (specifically in satirical shows, soap operas, youth-oriented publications, and social 
media). Whereas much of the blame for the growth of swearing has been directed at the media, 
this paper examines the “in”appropriate behavior of swearing for a particular community: female 
undergraduate students at the American University in Cairo (AUC). The satiric program " Al-
Bernameg [elberˈnæːmeɡ]", the talk shows of " Abla Fahita [ˈʔɑblɑ fæˈhiːtæ]", "Saturday Night 
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Live Bil Arabi", the series “Hikayat Hayat [ hi:ka:jit  ?lhaya:h]", and the novel "Istakhdam Al 
Hayat [?istexda:m ?alhaja:h]" all show that young people are increasingly using words 
considered inappropriate/ dirty words. This phenomenon extends to young people in Egypt’s 
upper-classes1. Consequently, those who seemingly, per their view, have little opportunity to 
avoid “objectionable” language on what they consider innocuous program agitated the Egyptian 
public opinion against these shows and literary works. For example, Saturday Night Live Bil 
Arabi, the Egyptian version of the American “late-night” live television Saturday Night 
Live (SNL), and Abla Fahita2, a lovable puppet character from Egypt, while gained popularity 
for their off-beat expressions and satirical and liberal comedy, have been viewed as polluting the 
masses and defying Egypt’s values and ethics. Al-Bernameg, literally "The Show", was an 
Egyptian news satire program hosted by Bassem Youssef. However, on June 2nd, 2014 Youssef 
announced that the show had been cancelled, because it mocked and insulted 3 the ruling power 
in Egypt and contained inappropriate words that were censored4. This occurred despite the fact 
that Al-Bernameg displayed a warning in its prelude after receiving criticism in Egyptian social 
media. Bassem Youssef also repeatedly stated and pointed out that the language used in his 
program might seem inappropriate to some of his audience and that they should therefore be 
aware. Hikayat Hayat is a series which was criticized for depicting the upper class in Egypt as 
using swear words. The author of the novel Istakhdam Al Hayat, Ahmed Nagi, was sentenced to 
two years in jail for using obscene language in his novel. Similarly, the conversations among the 
AUC community members give the impression of the increasingly noticeable trend in which 
                                                          
1 as defined by wealth, income, influence, and status 
2 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3557387/Puppet-charged-defying-values-ethics-Egypt-posing-copy-
Fifty-Shades-Grey-satirical-TV-show.html#ixzz52XBQY200  
3 https://youtu.be/nVwUrbGcxZ4?t=43s 
4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nVwUrbGcxZ4 
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female members of this community swear in public. This trend supports Jay’s (1992) assertion 
that college campuses are places where swearing is tolerated, and of college students are 
sensitive to the liberal values of swear word usage. This points to the possibility that using 
obscenity on campus is a linguistic marker of college students. Swearing has been established as 
“both a frequently occurring speech behavior within the university speech community and a 
highly offensive one” (Fägersten, 2007, p.14). In an attempt to understand how sensitive 
Egyptian society, usually stereotyped as conservative and profoundly religious in media, 
newspapers and religious authorities5, actually is to the use of swear words often considered as 
taboo, this study investigates the use of swear words by female undergraduate students at the 
American University in Cairo. The study examines: female undergraduates’ swear words 
frequency and their categories, the effect of single sex constellations and mixed sex 
constellations on use of swear words, and the social and linguistic functions that swear words 
provide female AUC undergraduates. The ultimate of this study is to provide a comprehensive 
understanding of swearing so that those engaged in Arabic as a foreign language learning (AFL) 
can develop a respectful and safe pragmatic ability (for learners) to avoid being involved in 
“in”appropriate / “un”acceptable language, the use of which in turn could result in unexpected 
communication problems. 
                                                          
5 Describing Egyptian society in Egyptian Law, newspapers, and some electronic media: 
- The Egyptian Law criminalized criminalize swearing: Article 308 of the Penal Code Egypt,  
-  D. N. (2015, January 11). Our society has double standards, even though it's a conservative community. Retrieved 
March 09, 2017, from http://www.dailynewsegypt.com/2015/01/11/society-double-standards-even-though-
conservative-community/ 
- Fadel, L. (2014, October 14). Egypt's Conservative Society Further Burdens Poor Working Women. Retrieved 
March 09, 2017, from http://www.npr.org/2014/10/14/356045061/egypt-s-conservative-society-further-burdens-
poor-working-women  
- http://www.daralifta.gov.eg/Foreign/ViewArticle.aspx?ID=408&text=egyptian%20society 
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Gap and Rationale 
 In an attempt to further understand the effect of gender on swear word use, this study 
tries to investigate swearing in the speech community of the female undergraduate student at the 
American University in Cairo, a prestigious international educational institution where a 
considerable bulk of the community is affiliated with upper class. Due to rare social mobility 
and the high cost of international education in Egypt, education background is the criterion that 
this study applies as affiliation to Egypt’s higher class (De Koning, 2009; Zawrotna, 2016). 
Lakoff (2014) claimed that sociolinguistic research is more necessary than similar research 
investigating speech pattern amongst lower socioeconomic classes. An individual’s affiliation 
with a social class can be determined sociologically by occupational prestige, place of residence 
and type of home, level of education, and income, and the reputational/status as determined by 
other people’s opinions (Kornblum, 2011). The relatively few extant studies on swearing have 
investigated commonly-held notions regarding women’s language; namely that women use 
weaker swear words than men. These studies, however, have not examined the behavior of well-
educated, upper-class women. This is the gap that the current study attempts to fill, thus making 
a contribution to the existing swearing studies.  
To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, there are three studies which have investigated 
taboo/offensive words/language in Egyptian Arabic and society. One is an unpublished study by 
El-Essawi (1999) investigating the effect of gender and age on avoidance/use of taboo words 
amongst 40 AUC bilingual community members belonging to the middle or upper middle-class. 
El-Essawi (1999) found that females between 18-22 tended to code switch to English more than 
males when talking about concepts like homosexuality and prostitution in their speech, thus 
demonstrating that the English words for taboo words were considered more polite as compared 
to the Arabic words. She also found that females between 35-50 used code switching from Arabic 
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to English as euphemism and circumlocution strategies in both single and mixed gender groups. 
In a different study, Zawrotna (2016) investigated the use of words for intimate body parts 
(related to sexuality and excretion) in relation to gender, age or class affiliation. Zawrotna found 
that affluent stratum women showed no difference in the use of these taboo words compared to 
men of the same socioeconomic class. On the other hand, women from the middle class, 
constantly maintained “verbal hygiene”, and differed significantly in their usage of these words 
compared to their men counterparts. In her unpublished study “Functions and contextual triggers 
of offensive language on Twitter”, Mansour (2017) investigated the expressive functions and 
implications of offensive language used by Egyptians on Twitter, finding that this speech 
community largely accepts and conventionalizes the use of offensive language.  
 Results of this study are expected to help increase awareness of the emotional force, 
versatile, pragmatic/culture competence of swear words, and the significance of their usage by 
women from upper classes of Egyptian society in various social contexts. This is expected to be 
of value to AFL learners for a number of reasons. First, AFL learners are often unaware of the 
emotional force of swear words, an awareness that "is highest in the L1 and gradually lower in 
languages learned subsequently" (Dewaele, 2004, p.204). Such lack of awareness leads foreign 
learners to use this type of language inappropriately, and sometimes shockingly, in various social 
contexts. In addition, it helps them understand the meaning and social significance of swear 
words they hear being used in their surrounding environment, thus enhancing their intercultural 
competence. 
Research Questions 
This study intends to cover the research gap by answering the following research questions: 
- To what extent do female undergraduates -affiliated with affluent stratum – at the American 
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University in Cairo use swear words? 
- How do single sex constellations and mixed sex constellations affect undergraduate female 
students’ swearing / use of swear words?  
- What are the social and linguistic functions that swear words used by female AUC 
undergraduates express? 
Important Definitions 
Speech Community: This paper adopts the definition of speech community as a type of social 
group “whose speech characteristics are of interest and can be described in a coherent manner 
"Holmes, J. (2001). 
Profanity It is the use of words which abuse religious beliefs /sacred things (Jay,1992). 
Blasphemy: insulting or showing lack of reverence for God. (Jay,1992) 
Taboo: “a prohibition instituted for the protection of a cultural group against supernatural 
reprisal” (Jay,1992).  According to Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary 1993, a taboo is “a 
prohibition imposed by social custom or as a protective measure”. Taboo words “have been 
prescribed as being off-limits” Wajnryb (2005). These words include stigmatized topics such as 
religion, death, etc. 
Obscenity: repulsive: disgusting to the senses: designed to incite lust: abhorrent to morality or 
virtue (Jay,1992). Explicit use of indecent or taboo words referring to body intimate parts or its 
functions and products (Wajnryb, 2005)  
Vulgarity: breaking taboos related to intimate language (Wajnryb, 2005). Being morally crude. 
Slang: language related to a particular group that contains nonstandard and informal vocabulary 
including: coinages, arbitrarily changed words, and extravagant, forceful or facetious figures of 
speech (Jay,1992). 
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Epithets: a disparaging or abusive word or phrase. 
Insults and Slurs: treating with insolence, indignity, or making little of (Jay,1992). 
A minced oath / Euphemistic swearing are euphotic expressions formed by misspelling, 
mispronouncing, or replacing a part of swear words to reduce the original term's emotional force. 
Operational Definition  
Swearing is a problematic term that is used interchangeably with offensive words, dirty words, 
curse words, bad words, cuss words, obscenities, vulgarisms, expletives, profanities, epithets, 
blasphemy, bawdy language, foul language, rude language, or taboo language (Fägersten, 2012). 
This study adopts a basic definition of swearing: the use of words that potentially denote/connote 
impoliteness, offensiveness, or inappropriateness in a social context (casual/abusive scenarios). 
However, swearing is not necessarily always offensive. Contextually, swearing can be either 
“annoyance swearing” where transgression and stress are the Causes/motivations or “social 
swearing” where, hypothetically, social bonding and coalition-formation are promoted through 
swearing (Kapoor, 2016). 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This chapter reviews the most pertinent research on swearing, which has not been 
embraced socially and academically as a proper subject amongst Arabic sociolinguistics.  
Published research on swearing in Arabic-speaking communities or Arab communities is 
considerably rare. Since Jespersen’s “Language: its nature, development and origin” was 
published in 1922, a “folklinguistic belief” inspired by Jespersen’s writing emphasized that men 
swear more than women who construct "a string of pearls" sentences (Fägersten, 2012, p.31). 
Lakoff’s “Language and Woman's Place” article in 1975, further supported Jespersen’s folk 
linguistic belief by claiming that women prefer weaker expletives. Later studies either bore out 
the gender swearing stereotypes (e.g., Bailey and Timm (1976), Hughes (1992), Oliver and 
Rubin (1975), Risch (1987), and Staley (1978), Selnow (1985) or refuted the existence of a 
swearing and gender distinction gap (e.g., Frank and Anshen (1983), Risch (1987), Limbrick 
(1991), De Klerk (1992), Stapleton (2003), Krishnayya (2001), Fägersten’s (2012), ), McEnery 
and Xiao (2004), Sapolsky and Kaye (2005), McEnery (2005), Matthew et al.’s (2008), Kapoor 
(2016), Zawrotna (2016), and Rosenberg et al. (2017)). 
Gender and Swearing 
Jespersen (1922) describes women’s speech and specifically swearing in the following 
way:  
“Among the things women object to in language must be specially mentioned 
anything that smacks of swearing where a man will ... swearing is common. It is 
found much more extensively among men than among women: this at any rate is true 
of Denmark … I imagine some of our fashionable women now swear as much as the 
men they consort with … This is not invalidated by the fact that quite recently, with 
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the rise of the feminist movement, many young ladies have begun to imitate their 
brothers in that as well as in other respects.” 
 
This former statement was a founding idea of an ongoing area of research. Lakoff (1973), 
described “women’s language” among her study population of educated, white, middle-class 
group of women between 25-35 by stating that people safely predict “Oh dear…” as belonging 
to women’s language whereas “Shit,…” as belonging to men’s. Lakoff also indicates that in a 
relatively recent development, some respectable women use the word “shit”. Yet, it is still true 
that strong expletives (e.g. shit, damn, fuck) are often reserved for men, while weaker ones are 
reserved for women (p.50). 
Later studies by Oliver & Rubin (1975), Bailey and Timm (1976), and Selnow (1985) 
supported Jespersen (1922), and Lakoff’s (1973) “women’s language”. Oliver & Rubin (1975), 
following Lakoff (1973), noted that women of different age groups (sampled using 28 white, 
upper-middle class, college-educated women aged 40-55) vary in their usage of expletives. 
While the (14) single women under the age of 55 used “strong” expletives, married women were 
more conservative and made less use of expletives, as predicted by Lakoff’s model. This could 
be because single women felt freer to use expletives. Marital status and the feeling of being 
liberated were the two variables Oliver and Rubin believed to have an effect on the use of 
expletives. Oliver and Rubin concluded, “If our study were to be done with women in the 20-40 
age group, we suspect that the use of the strong expletives would be far greater” (p.197). Bailey 
and Timm (1976), study building off of Oliver & Rubin’s (1975) work, reported the usage of 
strong and weak expletives. Men’s usage of expletives accounted for 64% of the strong 
expletives used (e.g., damn, fuck and shit), while women’s usage of expletives accounted for 
70% of weak expletives used (e.g., darn, oh, and oops). They also investigated the validity of the 
commonly-held notion that women in general are less likely than men to express strong emotions 
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with strong expletives. A questionnaire including 20 exasperating or painful situations and one 
pleasant one, was circulated, with the intention of calling forth expletives from the participants. 
The subjects consisted of a near equal number of both sexes and were representative of different 
age groups. All subjects were from the largely white and middle-class community of the 
University of California at Davis. A total of 14 women6 and 15 men7 responded to the 
questionnaire. Each sex group was subdivided into age groups. Bailey & Timm cited limitations 
in that the groups were obviously somewhat asymmetrical and that the study did not control for 
marital status or degree of affiliation with the women's liberation movement. However, the 
subjects' religious upbringing was checked, as the researchers presumed that it might exert a 
restraining effect on the use of strong expletives. The findings of this study on the usage of 
expletives supported the common assumption that men, whose age was of less significance to 
the findings, tend to use more strong expletives as compared to women. One significant result is 
that women's age (19 – 34 years) appears to be a crucial variable affecting the use of expletives. 
The women aged 31-35 years used strong expletives as often as men. Also, factors such as 
regional, socioeconomic and ethnic affiliation appeared to be important in shaping women's 
verbal behavior. Women aged 31-34 years used strong expletives. 
Aligned with Oliver & Rubin (1975) and Bailey and Timm (1976), Selnow (1985) 
reported significantly less profanity usage (by females and their friends using four-point scale) 
and more conservative assessments of the appropriateness of profanity (words clustered into 
sexual, religious, excretory categories) by 61 females than 74 males who considered profanity 
(practiced by men) as socially acceptable and a demonstration of social power. Selnow’s results 
                                                          
6 divided into 3 groups and ranging in age from 19 to 56 
7 divided into 4 groups and aged from 19 to 61 
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suggest that males were found to be more prolific users of profanity, or the “dominant interactant 
in a mixed-sex interaction” (p.311). 
Staley (1978), Risch (1987) and De Klerk (1992), contrary to Bailey & Timm (1976), 
Oliver & Rubin (1975), and Selnow (1985), provided counterevidence casting doubt on the 
general assumption that women are necessarily socially and linguistically conservative, and that 
they tend to stick to standard speech. Staley (1978), expanding on Bailey & Timm’s (1976) 
study, conducted a questionnaire placing participants in hypothetical situations where they 
experience emotions (e.g., fear, pain surprise. etc.)  and reacted with expletives. Staley 
concluded that both sexes are becoming equal in strong expletive use, but each sex either 
exaggerates (e.g. women expecting men to use more and stronger expletives) or underestimates 
(e.g. men expecting women to use weaker expletives and swear less) the other’s swearing 
behavior. Similarly, Risch (1987) investigated whether young, middle class women use 
derogatory terms when referring to men, as well as what comprises the usage of those terms. 
Risch asked 44 female students (aged 18-32 and divided into 3 groups) from the University of 
Cincinnati to provide derogatory terms (broad, chick, cunt, piece of ass, etc.) they use to refer to 
males that were similar to those males use to refer to females. Results showed that although one 
of the female groups significantly produced greater number of responses to two categories of 
derogatory terms than the other two groups, there was no significant difference between them 
regarding the use of derogatory terms and their frequencies. The subjects admitted using great 
part of the derogatory terms. The subjects also used some derogatory terms in reference to males 
which are commonly used in reference to females. Risch concluded that this assumption needs 
greater clarification in order to be valid. In accordance with Staley and Risch, De Klerk (1992) 
questioned 160 English-speaking participants from schools in and around Grahamstown 
regarding whether or not there were gender-based differences in the knowledge/use of both 
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positive and derogatory terms related to the opposite sex, and whether reported attitude matched 
actual practice. Results borne out - with some confidence -  females’ increasingly freedom of 
impolite terms use. De Klerk (1992) suggested more investigation of the effect of race and social 
class on the usage of derogatory terms. 
Stapleton (2003), Krishnayya (2001), and Fägersten’s (2012) investigation studies of 
swearing in speech communities broke down the folklinguistic belief of women’s swearing 
behavior. Stapleton (2003), adopting a communities of practice framework to contextualize the 
linguistic practice of swearing, explored the meanings of swearing for a group of Irish 
undergraduates (white Irish 'middle-class' men and women aged 22-30) by using respondents 
from the same 'drinking' buddies’ community. Stapleton also qualitatively explored the meanings 
of swearing in her subjects' community, the gender-based perception and use of swearing in a 
particular sociocultural context; and how these processes redefine the meaning of gender towards 
or within this community. Stapleton reported that males and females are “habitually deploying 
strong language in the context of shared group enterprises” (p.31). Females in Stapleton’s study 
(2003) refrained from using specifically obscene language in order to avoid cultivating a 
negative self-image and projecting derogatory images of women to people whom they do not 
know very well. In contrast to Stapleton’s (2003) female participants, Krishnayya’s (2001) 
female participants in New Zealand university showed less difference in the strength of 
expletives they used than males (who reduced, to a greater extent, their level of swearing 
comparing to females’). Krishnayya concluded that females in New Zealand, South Africa, 
North America and “doubtless elsewhere” are breaking down the women’s language stereotypes 
by using more expletives – in structured dialogue - than males. Fägersten (2012), as well, 
provided spontaneous speech data that both supported and challenged the stereotypes. The data, 
contributed by males and females at the University of Florida undergraduate student speech 
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community (31,000 students: 48% Males and 52% females), showed a discrepancy in frequency 
totals indicating that the males, besides producing more swearing utterances, engaged more often 
in self-echoic swearing (i.e. the approval and support of swearing). The males and females, in 
the study, used the same swear words with comparable frequency. Also, variation in swear word 
usage changed according to interlocutor gender. For example, swearing most frequently occurred 
in same-sex interactions, while in opposite-sex interactions the frequency was lower for both 
genders and races. Results showed misperception among both sexes regarding female swearing 
behavior. While males underestimated females’ swearing behavior, 56% female participants 
reported that they believe their swearing frequency was equal to their male counterparts, a fact 
that spontaneous speech data confirmed, but basically in all female groups. 
McEnery and Xiao (2004), Sapolsky and Kaye (2005), McEnery (2005), Matthew et al.’s 
(2008) analyses of heterogeneous, written and spoken texts (corpora), and audio contents showed 
evidence of men’s more use of bad language in contrast to women’s, but with an equal 
offensiveness level. McEnery and Xiao (2004) examined the distribution pattern of the word 
“fuck” within and across spoken and written registers and sociolinguistic variables using the 
British National Corpus (BNC), a 100,000,000-word balanced corpus of modern British English. 
Their exploration of the hypothesis that the gender of speakers influences the frequency of their 
use of “fuck” demonstrated that male speakers use fuck more than twice as frequently as female 
speakers. McEnery and Xiao’s (2004) exploration of this hypothesis shows that writing intended 
for female audience contains significantly fewer occurrences of “fuck” than writings intended 
for male audience. The exploration of speaker gender shows that in both spoken and written 
registers, while males use “fuck” much more frequently than females, the distribution pattern of 
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word forms 8across gender is quite similar. Sapolsky and Kaye (2005) examined swearing in 
prime-time television entertainment programs during the 2001 season. These researchers 
conducted content analysis of entertainment programs aired on 7 broadcast networks, and found 
that swearing occurred mostly in male-to-male. Male-to-female interactions yielded the second 
highest frequency of swears. Results also indicated that unmarried women swore more and 
directed more expletives towards men than they did towards women. McEnery (2005), who 
based his analysis on the Lancaster Corpus of Abuse (LCA), argued that males and females are 
equally likely to use bad language, but that contain words are significantly overused by males 
(e.g., fucking, fuck, jesus…) and females (e.g., god, bloody, pig). McEnery also found that the 
frequency and type of individual use of “bad language” supported the folk belief of men’s 
language in contrast to women’s language. Matthew et al. (2008) analyzed 14,000 large, 
heterogeneous, written and spoken texts, comparing the language of men (who contributed 5,970 
texts) and women (8,353 texts), revealing “small but consistent gender differences in language 
use” (p.229). The results confirmed that men used swear words more than women and that swear 
words added emphasis to male language. Meanwhile, Thelwall (2008) gathered a corpus of 
MySpace (40,000 profile) home pages in order to analyze swearing in the U.S. and U.K. Thelwell 
found that male and female users in the U.K used strong swears with equal frequency, while U.S. 
males used strong swear words significantly more often than U.S. females. The U.K. case 
provides evidence that refutes women’s commonly-held notion of women’s language stereotype. 
Recent studies by Kapoor (2016), Zawrotna (2016), and Rosenberg et al. (2017), which 
have been conducted in different cultures/societies, have provided evidence which refuted the 
women and men’s swearing gap. Kapoor (2016), conducted two studies on contextual swearing 
                                                          
8 Proportion and rank of word forms by male and female: fucking, fuck, fucked, fucks, fucker(s)   
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in Indian and non-Indian participants. In the first study, participants assessed the abusiveness of 
swear words. In the second study, participants used swear words to complete dialogues. The 
researchers reported that although female participants assessed swearing as inappropriate 
(compared with assessments made by male participants), they used swear words just as often as 
male participants. Zawrotna (2016) investigated the effect of gender, age and class affiliation on 
the use of taboo-related (to sexuality and excretion) words by young Egyptians. She divided her 
population into three groups depending on their educational background (used as an indicator of 
their social class). Group 1 were individuals of private universities, group 2 were individual of 
state universities, and group 3 were individuals with secondary education or lower. Social 
background was closely related to the sensitivity of using taboo words amongst female 
participants. Females from the middle class maintained verbal hygiene, demonstrating 
significant difference in their use of words describing intimate body parts compared to males. 
70% of females from the lower classes reported not using taboo related words, a finding which 
contradicts with Hughes’ (1992) claim that females from the lower working classes swear more 
frequently and offensively than many middle-class males. Zawrotna (2016) also reported that 
affluent Egyptian females showed no difference in the use of these words as compared to males. 
Rosenberg et al. (2017) asked 1,000 U.S. residents (333 women and 667 men) to how offensive 
they perceived the 30 most common taboo words (reported in Rosenberg et al previous study) 
and how often they used those words. Rosenberg reported that men and women perceived the 
taboo equally (though women showed high rate of word offensiveness). The study results also 
showed that the gap in offensive language use between men and women has likely decreased 
over the past 15 years.  
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Functions of Swearing  
Jay (2009), Fägersten (2012), Wang (2013), Fägersten & Stapleton (2017) and Baruch et 
al. (2017) stated that taboo words (dysphemistic, abusive, idiomatic, emphatic, cathartic) can 
have a variety of positive ( e.g., “jokes and humor, social commentary, sex talk, storytelling, in-
group slang, and self-deprecation or ironic sarcasm in order to promote social harmony or 
cohesion”), negative (as “anger, frustration, or surprise” (Jay 2009, p.155)), or inconsequential 
outcomes that signify emotions at the personal and interpersonal level. 
 Some studies found that swearing can have positive personal and interpersonal 
outcomes. Hughes (1992) reported that the use of expletives by lower class females study 
participants helped them adapt to the toughness of their lives and helped them to bond socially. 
Their use of expletives “conceals a mistrust, uncertainty, and lack of confidence when dealing 
with people who are not from their own” (Hughes, 1992, p.300). Wang (2013) indicated that 
swearing can also be used to express positive emotions and neutral emotions, and promote in-
group membership. Mukuni et al. (2016) evaluated the social motivations of swear words in the 
language of Miraa traders in Kenya. The results indicated that swearing is a highly gendered and 
complicated social practice used to socialize and to achieve highly precious transactional goals 
in the Miraa market by which Miraa market traders establish their social and linguistic identity. 
Baruch et al. (2017) reported that swearing amongst male and female business executives, 
lawyers and doctors in U.S. and France, can lead to positive outcomes at the individual level 
when used as stress relief. At the interpersonal level, swearing can help one “get attention, 
emphasize a point, convey authority” (Baruch et al. ,2017, p.158). Swearing can also convey a 
sense of urgency or humor, and develop friendships and social group memberships and 
solidarity. At the group level, swearing creates “a sense of belonging, mutual trust, group 
affiliation, bonding and cohesion” (Baruch et al. ,2017, p.160). Stapleton (2010) and Stephens 
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& Umland (2011) investigated the positive effects of swearing (practiced by females). 
Stapleton’s research assumed that swearing almost exclusively accomplishes particular 
communicative functions. According to Stapleton, the four main interpersonal functions of 
swearing are expressing emotions, social bonding and solidarity, humor and verbal emphasis, 
and constructing and displaying identity. Stephens & Umland (2011) reported that swearing 
could also relieve pain. Stephens & Umland found female participants who swore had increased 
pain tolerance, increased heart rate and decreased perceived pain compared with those who did 
not. 
Swearing can also emphasize negative feelings (Wang, 2013), and express negative 
outcomes (Baruch et al., 2017). In Rassin & Muris (2005)’s study of 72 female undergraduate 
students who were self-described frequent swearers, most study participants swore primarily to 
express negative emotions. Anger and frustration, at the personal and interpersonal levels, 
represents 70 % of swearing reasons in general (Jay, 2009). In line with Jay (2009), Mansour 
(2017) and Gatil (2015) reported anger, hate, sarcasm, and interjection as expressive functions 
of swearing. Gatil (2015), using the Santa Barbara Corpus of Spoken American English (SBC), 
and the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) reported that females used mostly 
(religion, bodily functions and body parts) swear words as expressions of anger, surprise, or 
interjection. Mansour (2017) also reported that the expressive functions and implications of 
offensive language used by Egyptians on Twitter - regardless of age, educational background, 
and gender - in response to political, economic, personal, and professional soccer contexts 
expressed hate, anger, and sarcasm. Negative outcomes of swearing include: degrading the self-
images of others, aggressively showing power in the workplaces, and expressing a lack of 
respect, control, and leadership (Baruch et al., 2017).   
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Swearing and Gender Constellations 
Studies continue to report what appear to be conflicting results regarding the effects of 
interlocutor gender on trends of swear words use. While some studies showed either males’ 
exclusive use of strong swear words in all gender groups (Selnow,1985) and constraints on swear 
words use by males and females in all gender constellations (e.g., Bailey & Timm,1976; 
Jay,1992; Sapolsky & Kaye,2005), recent studies (e.g., Krishnayya ,2001; Stapleton,2003; 
McEnery, 2005; Fägersten, 2012) have not showed that the gender makeup of a group influences 
females’ use of swear words. 
On one hand, Staley (1978) reported that, according to responses of participants in 
hypothetical situations, the strongest expletives occurred in situations where participants were 
alone or with a close friend or with the same sex. Bailey & Timm (1976), Jay (1992), and 
Sapolsky & Kaye (2005) meanwhile found that less potent terms were uttered by people of both 
gender in opposite sex constellations or when in the presence of older people and kids, as 
compared to those produced more often in same sex constellations. For example, Sapolsky & 
Kaye (2005) reported that men and women used mild curse words in these situations compared 
to the more frequent use of sexual and excretory words in same sex groups. On the contrary, 
Selnow (1985) found that males in mixed-sex interactions are relatively more frequent users of 
strong language (as Lakoff (1973) also proposes) revealing their dominance of the interaction 
settings. Contrarily, Selnow (1982), Bailey & Timm found that women tended to employ 
stronger expletives when amongst strangers as compared to when they were alone. 
On the other hand, Krishnayya (2001), Stapleton (2003), McEnery (2005) and Fägersten 
(2012) refuted the commonly-held notion of women’s language in general, and females’ 
swearing behavior in particular, is affected by gender constellations. Limbrick’s study of male 
and female expletive use in single and mixed-sex situations in 1991 reported that females 
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significantly increased their use of strong expletives in mixed-sex talk while males produced less 
usage of the same. Limbrick explained that this behavior may result from men’s desire not to 
offend females, or it might be because women are often excluded and interrupted in mixed-sex 
groups where males tend to dominate (Krishnayya ,2001). Stapleton (2003) reported that females 
deployed strong language (but specifically excluded obscene terms) in mixed groups. Sapolsky 
& Kaye (2005) also stated that unmarried women directed expletives at both men and women, 
and more expletives to men than to women. McEnery (2005) argued that males direct (less 
frequently) weaker bad language words (BLW) at females while directing more frequently 
strong BLW at other males. On the other hand, females, while directing more frequent BLW at 
other females, directed stronger BLWs at males. Males, in both cases, are targeted by strong 
BLW by both sexes. McEnery also indicated that there were exclusive BLW directed at males 
(gay), and exclusive BLW directed at females (whore) and there are BLW that exhibit no 
exclusivity(bloody). Fägersten (2012) reported that males (Hispanic, White, and African 
American) decreased the frequency of swear word use in interactions with females as a 
confirmation of the commonly held notion of women’s language and the inappropriateness of 
using swear words in front of women. On the other hand, females reported that male interlocutors 
have no effect on their swearing behavior, although their actual swearing behavior shows 
opposition. Johnson and Fine (1985) (as cited in Fägersten, 2012, p.141) confirmed Fägersten’s 
findings, suggesting that females are linguistically liberal in using swear words, but primarily in 
same sex groups where they feel more comfortable and are not likely to be heard by males. 
 
The literature draws attention to the fact that cross-cultural research is needed to 
investigate the commonly-held notion of female swearing behavior. While earlier studies 
confirmed masculine dominance of swearing, later studies confirmed (despite some 
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discrepancies) that females’ use of swear words is equal to males’ qualitatively (in swear words 
strength) and quantitatively (in same sex groups). Recent studies, as Krishnayya (2001), 
doubtlessly indicate the breakdown of the longstanding women’s language stereotype and show 
that females are competitively indulging in male swearing characteristics. The current study, 
with respect to the rampant use of swear words in the Egyptian media, attempts to contribute to 
swearing and gender studies by investigating the swearing behavior of female undergraduate 
students at the American University in Cairo, the effect of sex constellations, and the social and 
language functions. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
Swearing is a behavior that people participate in selectively in certain situations. It is a 
sociolinguistic phenomenon in that it has a socially meaningful role rather than an ineffective or 
non-semantic role.  As swearing has not been embraced socially and academically as a proper 
topic (Fägersten, 2012), studies on the Arabic context are relatively rare in sociolinguistics. This 
study investigated swearing amongst female undergraduate students at the speech community of 
the AUC in Egypt. Significant differences were identified in the way women and men 
communicate in Egypt, and the study results show that social class affiliation affects the 
emergence and deepening of the use of taboo-related expressions among social classes and 
genders (Zawrotna, 2016). High school background was the criterion applied in this study to 
determine the participants affiliation to the higher social class due to high cost of (international) 
private education in Egypt which is only available to the higher-class members in Egypt, and the 
relatively rare social mobility in the class system Egypt (De Koning, 2009). With a total of 5,474 
undergraduate students9, female students represent 56% of AUC’s students body. Most of these 
women belong to Egypt’s upper class where females’ use of swear words stereotypically 
classified as an ‘unbecoming behavior’. The current study attempted to fill a research gap by 
answering the following questions: 
- To what extent do female undergraduates -affiliated with affluent stratum – at the 
American University in Cairo swear / use swear words? 
                                                          
9 Facts and Figures. (2017, October 23). Retrieved December 24, 2017, from 
http://www.aucegypt.edu/about/about-auc/facts-and-figures 
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- How do single sex constellations and mixed sex constellations affect undergraduate 
female students’ swearing / use of swear words?  
- What are the social and language functions that swear words used by female AUC 
undergraduates express? 
Research Design 
 The methodology for the current study is a combination of quantitative and qualitative 
techniques. As a quantitative technique, a questionnaire (as has typically been used in such 
research; e.g., Fägersten, 2012; Foote & Woodward, 1973; Rieber et al.,1979; Selnow, 1985; De 
Klerk, 1991; Oliver and Rubin, 1975; Bailey and Timm, 1976; Staley, 1978; Risch, 1987; 
Stapleton, 2010; Gati, 2015) meant to elicit mass data from the female undergraduate AUC 
students, allowing the investigator to tap into explicit practice, frequencies, and views on the 
offensiveness of swearing/swear words. A semi-structured interview allowed for a deeper, more 
qualitative examination of female AUC students’ swearing behavior. 
Questionnaire Informants 
 154 female undergraduate AUC students responded to the questionnaire representing 5% 
of AUC female undergraduate students’ community. The questionnaire was posted on an AUC 
affiliated Facebook page, namely “Rate AUC Professors”, by an AUC female graduate student 
to encourage female students to participate anonymously and honestly. A criterion to detect 
students social class affiliation was their high school certificate (which is the 1st question in the 
questionnaire) because private and international education in Egypt is extremely expensive and 
available only to the affluent stratum who are most often bilinguals and more culturally closer 
to the west (Zawrotna, 2016). Participants were allowed to access the questionnaire using only 
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their AUC email address and were restricted to submit the questionnaire once with the ability to 
modify their answers (although none of them did). 
Interview Informants 
6 female undergraduate students volunteered to take part in a follow-up, semi-structured 
interview. The female graduate student who posted the questionnaire on the Facebook page 
conducted the interviews face to face (3 participants), via Skype (1 participant) and via phone (2 
participants). 
Data Analysis 
The questionnaire was designed to elicit data of female AUC students’ swearing 
behavior. Questionnaires from previous studies contained rating tasks where swear words were 
provided, and the respondents rated them. This study questionnaire, however, asked the 
participants to provide the swear words (as well as their categories and functions according to 
their view) they use/hear on campus and then rate them. The questionnaire was formatted this 
way in order to collect as many swear words used on the AUC campus as possible and to avoid 
limiting the study to a specific swear word(s). The questionnaire required informants to answer 
20 multi-choice questions and 4 short answer questions regarding their own and others’ swearing 
behavior. Questions #3, #4, #22, #24 and #19 ask participants to report on swearing behavior in 
the AUC speech community (see tables 1-5 tables in the appendices). Questions #5, #6, #7, #10, 
#11, #12, #17, #18, and #21 ask informants about their own swearing behavior (see tables 6-15 
and A in the appendices). Questions #9, #13, #14, #15, #16, and #20 examine the effect of gender 
on swearing behavior when in opposite or mixed groups (see tables 16-22 in the appendices). 
Questions #8 and #13 investigate social and linguistic functions of swearing (see tables 23-26 in 
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the appendices). The questionnaire’s items also investigated frequency of swear words usage in 
order to map out lexical distribution. Questions about the extent of usage were also included to 
map out swearing habits, most and least offensive swear words, and swear words used by the 
AUC speech community. The follow-up interview sought elaboration on the questionnaire 
responses. Every interview volunteer was asked to provide more elaboration and examples of 
her swearing behavior and that of other AUC community members.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
1. Social Class, Gender, and Swearing 
This section analyzes and discusses data with respect to the first question of this study: 
to what extent do female undergraduates -affiliated with affluent stratum – at the American 
University in Cairo swear / use swear words? 
1.1 Social Class  
    Affiliation with international education, which is extremely expensive, is a pivotal 
criterion that was used as an indicator to the pertinence of this study participants to the affluent 
stratum in Egypt. 
Table (1) AUCian participants’ Education Background  
Education Background Frequency % 
 American Diploma 50 32.5 
 Bac français 4 2.6 
 Both IG & American Diploma 1 0.6 
 Canadian 2 1.3 
 German Abitur 4 2.6 
 IB 12 7.8 
 IGCSE 55 35.7 
 STEM 2 1.3 
 Thanaweya Amma 23 14.9 
 UAE 1 0.6 
Total 154 100.0 
 
The data in table (1) shows a variety of private (international) high school backgrounds. 
While 16.2% of the participants were educated in Egypt public school (Thanaweya Amma and 
STEM), which often indicates that they do not belong to the middle or upper middle class, 83.8% 
of participants received prestigious international high school education, which is not affordable 
except for the most affluent Egyptians. This is the same social class identification criterion that 
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Zawrotna (2016) used in her. Fägersten (2012) also determined her participants’ socioeconomic 
status based on their educational background and parents’ employment status. Some of the 
follow-up interview participants reported that the quality of education rather than social class is 
the basic criterion to predict a person’s tolerance for swearing. The participants also commented 
that there are members of the upper and upper-middle class who maintain conservative behavior 
towards swearing because they did not go to international schools. International education 
provides cosmopolitan lifestyle that is different than the typical Arab lifestyle, in which 
stereotypical paradigms are well defined and maintained. All participants in this study, however, 
included all participants who considered themselves to be affluent class Egyptians. 
1.2 AUC Speech Community 
Jay (1992) suggested that university/college campuses are more tolerant of swearing and 
that in this context obscenity is a linguistic marker of a community accustomed to a liberal use 
of swear words. Providing strong evidence confirming Jay’s perspective, tables (A), (3), (9), 
(10), (11), (24), (25), and (26), included in the appendices section, show all the swear words 
reported by the AUC female community, as well as their frequencies, categories, and functions. 
Swear words in these tables are assigned numbers to be referred to by throughout this chapter.  
Table (2) Swear words use on the AUC campus 
 
AUCians swear/use swear words on campus Frequency % 
 Rarely 10 6.5 
 Sometimes 37 24.0 
 Usually 47 30.5 
 Always 60 39.0 
Total 154 100.0 
 
Data in table (2) shows that while 6.5% of the participants rarely hear swear words on 
the AUC campus, 39% of them consistently hear swears on campus. The data could confirm a 
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wide prevalence of swear words used by the AUC students (AUCians) regardless of gender 
within their speech community.  
Table (3) provides the swear words study participants reported using most frequently on 
campus, regardless of gendered usage. Most of these words are extremely abusive because they 
are culturally stigmatized due to their sexual (organs or activities) and bodily function meanings 
e.g., examples (3), (76), (68), (108), (90), etc. Some of these swear words are emphatic which 
were used for emphasis in speech e.g., (114), (131), (132), (133), and some other words are 
cathartic which were used due to negative feelings, e.g., (14). The participants indicated that 
these words are used frequently by males, but females also use them, although less frequently 
than their male counterparts.  
Table (4) AUCian Females’ conversation on campus 
 
AUCian Females’ conversation Frequency % 
Conservative 1 0.6 
Liberal 46 29.9 
Both liberal and conservative 107 69.5 
Total 154 100.0 
 
In relation to the AUCian females, table (4) shows that 69.5% of the female participants 
considered AUCian females’ speech to be both liberal and conservative. While 29.9% of the 
female undergraduate AUCians considered their community as liberal, 0.6% of the participants 
described it as conservative.  This speech community tolerance to swearing, as speech style 
practiced by either gender, was supported by the interviewees responses. Two follow-up 
interview participants reported that they were surprised and shocked in their junior year at the 
AUC when hearing swearing/swear words. They added that they did not expect the AUC 
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community to have that much profanity. As graduating seniors, they acquired the “gut” to use 
swear words, or to at least became familiar with them. 
Table (5) AUCian females’ perception of their swearing behavior comparing to 
AUCian males’ 
 
Female AUCians’ perception of swear 
words use 
Frequency % 
I don't know 24 15.6 
Less than male AUCians 49 31.8 
As much as male AUCians 79 51.3 
More than male AUCians 2 1.3 
Total 154 100.0 
 
Table (5) shows that 51.3% of participants believe that AUCian females swear just as 
much as AUCian males, which agrees with Jespersen (1922) when he noted, “I imagine some of 
our fashionable women now swear as much as the men they consort with”. On the other hand, 
31.5% of participants believe that AUCian females swear/ use swear words less than AUCian 
males. This result is in accordance with the commonly-held notion that men swear more than 
women, which is socially acceptable in the Arab societies. Results also showed that females use 
the same offensiveness level of swear words, though not with the same frequency as males. A 
follow-up interview volunteer who was educated in the UAE reported that it is acceptable there 
to swear, whether in Arabic or English. This might be due to the westernized life in modern 
UAE. She reported her ability to swear in other languages as German, French, Tagalog, Hindi, 
etc.  
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1.3 Female AUCians’ Swearing Behavior 
 
Table (6) Participants’ swearing habits 
Use of swear words or phrases Frequency % 
 Never 11 7.1 
 Rarely 40 26.0 
 Sometimes 54 35.1 
 Usually 29 18.8 
 Always 20 13.0 
Total 154 100.0 
 
The female participants’ self-reported responses in table (6) show that only 7.1% of them 
have never used swear words, while 26% use them rarely. The data indicates that 66.9% find 
swearing to be a conventionalized practice on campus. Four follow-up interviewees told the 
interviewer that their use of swear words was a way of creating a speech style of their own. The 
AUC speech community seems to be a comfort zone where liberal views are accommodated, 
which includes swearing as an act/style of speech. An interviewee reported that she became 
comfortable with using swear words during her second semester on campus. Table (6) shows 
participants’ evaluation of their own swearing habits. An important remark provided by an 
interviewee is that the study had to investigate the participants’ swearing/use of swear words 
before attending AUC as well, and whether there are family members who swear. The follow-
up interviews showed that the AUC speech community influences the females' attitude towards 
acceptance of swearing due to the emergence of swearing in conversations around the campus.  
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Table (6.1) Participants’ swearing habits on/out of campus 
Out of campus, I……on campus Frequency Percent 
  never swear 18 11.7 
  swear less than 31 20.1 
 swear as much as 93 60.4 
 swear more than 12 7.8 
Total 154 100.0 
 
Table (6.1) shows that 60.4% of participants reported swearing on campus as much as 
out of campus. A significant note provided by the follow-up interviewees is that they feel 
comfortable swearing when they are on campus. This might be because of the liberal context of 
the AUC campus where they do not expect to engage in a conflict because of their swearing. A 
follow-up interviewee reported that she unconsciously swore at a restaurant while the waiter was 
near, but she felt it was ok to swear since she was in a “Chili’s” an international chain where 
people there might accept her swear words, unlike if she had sworn at “Koshari Abu Tarek” 
where she would never use swear words. Another interviewee described herself as “the most 
potty-mouthed female one could meet”, and reported that her boyfriend had a small accident 
another car. A woman got out from the car that had been hit and swore at the interviewee was 
not able to swear because of the shock of the woman’s verbal attack. She added that the women 
snored [produced (8) which is producing “silly, noisy” sounds like grunting/snoring to express 
irony or disrespect] at her, which took her by surprise. After a while the interviewee swore at the 
woman who, in turn, was surprised. She also reported that she could grunt/snore, but she does 
not do that in front of anyone and she would rather use the swear word (137) [ which verbally 
saying, “I will grunt/snore at you”]. Some of the interviewees reported that they rarely swear 
outside of campus or in places accessible to all Egyptians. The AUC campus and other places 
frequented mostly by affluent Egyptians provide a safe zone for tolerance and acceptance of 
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female swearing. Table (A) shows all the swear words the questionnaire and interview 
participants provided. 
The following data attempts to verify the participants’ responses by investigating the 
severity, types, language used to swear in, place where swearing takes place, and self-reported 
swear words with comparison to non-AUCians.  
Table (7) Swear words severity used by the participants 
Severity of used swear words Frequency % 
I don’t swear 11 7.1 
Mild 45 29.2 
Moderate 47 30.5 
Strong 27 17.5 
Strongest 8 5.2 
All of them are equal 16 10.4 
Total 154 100.0 
 
Table (7) shows the offensiveness/severity level of swear words that are used by the 
participants. While moderate swear words are almost equal to mild swear words, 23% of 
participants reported using swear words ranging between strong (17.5%) and strongest (5.2%). 
10.4% of participants showed no significant difference in rating swear words. In the follow-up 
interviews, participants stated that offensiveness of swear words is relative and depends on 
context. While a follow-up interviewee considered swear word (76) as the most offensive swear 
word she could utter, the other five interviewees almost stated that swear word (76) is not 
offensive at all and some of them would use it as a less offensive words instead of other words. 
One interviewee replied on rating swear word (2) as a strongly offensive word by saying “ʔħħh 
ʔzza:y?” meaning “how the fuck is “fuck” offensive?”. The follow-up interviews show that some 
swear words have lost their emotional meaning and are no longer offensive in some circles at 
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the AUC, and are instead used for emphasis. These words include (14), (5), (2), (76), and (3). 
An interviewee said that the swear word (68) cannot be rated as offensive. Evidence of the 
relative offensiveness of swear word (68) is what Egypt’s Interior Ministry confiscated clackers 
(and arrested its vendors) widely known in Egypt as “bi:da:n ʔassi:si:”, referring to President 
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi’s testicles10. A questionnaire participant and an interviewee reported that it 
is, sometimes, more offensive to show face expressions representing their feeling towards 
someone or something than would be to use a swear word. Another questionnaire respondent 
stated that body gestures are more offensive than swear words. In other words, swear words 
offensiveness ratings depends on interlocutor variables such as social distance and gender 
(Fägersten, 2012).  
Table (8) Swear words categories 
Swear words categories/content Count % 
 Social and biological background (Ex. when a person raised by 
surrogate parents, foundling, spinster) 
6 3.9% 
 Legal status (Ex: a felony / criminal) 7 4.5% 
 Drug abuse 11 7.1% 
 I don’t use swear words 13 8.4% 
 Ethnic background (Ex. stigmatized being from Upper Egypt, Nuba, 
Delta: “Falaah, Sa3idi, da Sudani) 
17 11.0% 
 Sexual preference 19 12.3% 
 Death and birth (Ex.: requesting from divinity that death befall targeted 
person) 
19 12.3% 
 Religion 20 13.0% 
 Occupation-social status (thieving, prostitution, , etc.) 20 13.0% 
 Eating habits (Eating like a pig/animal, etc.) 27 17.5% 
 Disasters, Calamities (Ex: requesting from divinity that disaster or 
calamity befall targeted person Blast you all, etc.) 
37 24.0% 
 Lack of Honor, prestige, Intelligence, Courage, Masculinity 38 24.7% 
 Body Discharge (Excrement, etc.) 41 26.6% 
 Sexual body parts 45 29.2% 
 Sexual Activities 53 34.4% 
 Hygiene (lack of cleanliness, etc.) 55 35.7% 
 Mental Illness (stupidity, etc.) 72 46.8% 
 Animal likeness  72 46.8% 
                                                          
10 https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/news/2017/11/8/sisis-balls-egypt-cracks-down-on-popular-childrens-toy 
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Table (8) shows the content/categories of swear words used by the study participants. 
Frequently used swear word categories included swear words referring to mental illness, animal 
likeness, followed by hygiene, sexual activities, sexual body parts and finally body discharge. 
Table (9) provides representative swear words frequently used by the participants 
denoting the reported swear words categories/content in table (8). For example, swear words 
which reflects animal likeness are (79) [means “such an animal”], (15) [means Jackass], (50) 
[literary means “son of a dog”]. Swear words that reflects hygiene are (121), (86), (98), and 
(99). Body discharge swearing is (64) [literary means “what the fuck is this shit?”]. And finally, 
sexual activities and sexual body parts are (102) [literary means “your sister’s vagina” and used 
as meaning “fuck your sister”], (104) [literary means “your mother’s vagina” and used as 
meaning “fuck your mother”]. Table (10) provides the frequencies of most used swear words 
by female AUCians which align with table (8) and (9). 
Table (11) shows the most frequently used swear words which were reported/used by 
the participants throughout the questionnaire and interview responses. The swear words (14), 
(5), (76), and (3) seem to be conventionalized by the AUC speech community as ordinary 
words.  
Table (12) Swear words no longer perceived as swear words 
Swear words no longer perceived as swear words Frequency % 
 Strongly disagree 
2 1.3 
 Neither agree nor disagree 5 3.2 
 Agree 70 45.5 
 Strongly Agree 77 50.0 
Total 154 100.0 
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Table (12) shows that 50% of the participants strongly agree that some swear words have 
lost their emotional load and are no longer perceived as (offensive) swear words, which in line 
with Liyanage et al (2015)’s findings indicating that “Taboos are ‘always personal and they 
vary according to time, cultures, subcultures and groups inside cultures’, and attitudinal 
ambiguity is openly evident in practices of taboo language use in public media, and in reactions 
to it” (p.115). These words include (114) and (76). 45.5% of the participants also agreed on the 
conventionalization that took place of some swear words. Words fitting this description include 
(114), (97), and (76). The results show, in line with Ljung (2010), that (114), being used as 
intensifier and as adjectival attribute (e.g. the swear word (33) which means “I fucking love 
you”, (72) which means “freaking awesome”, (134) which means “shitty”), characteristically 
overlaps with two terms:  formulaic language and grammaticalization (more specifically 
desemanticization or the loss of meaning). This term, was used for “individual content words 
that lose their meaning and develop into function words and even to affixes” (Ljung ,2010, 
P.20). Three follow-up interviews stated that these words lost their denotative and connotative 
meanings and are no longer considered offensive. They also reported that even some professors 
sometimes use “shit” or “fuck” when they are excited during their classes or to show off or to 
maintain comfort atmosphere in the classroom atmosphere. The swear word (114) still has a 
sexual connotation for some females. An interview informant reported that a male friend used 
the minced swear word for (114) [/keik/] which is pronounced the same as “cake”. She then 
recognized what might have been a euphemistic strategy and said that if she had recognized 
what he meant, she would have stopped him due to the sexual connotation of this word. Words 
referring to sexual parts or activities are used frequently by some female students. One 
interviewee reported that one of her friends uses creative and strange compounds of swear 
words especially those related to sex organs. One example she provided is (135) [ literally 
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means ewe’s vagania]. Other participants shared (136) [literally means a monkey’s 
testicles/balls] and (105) [ literally means fuck religions]. Another participant questioned the 
use of female reproductive organ as a derogatory term because the male reproductive (87) organ 
is not used in the same way. She also said that a male friend mocked a mutual male friend that 
he “smells like vagina”, then she asked him how he know a vagina smells like. This interviewee 
argued that the rare use of male reproductive organ might be because of societal conceptions 
of female purity and expectations that they will not use such terms.  
Table (13) Most used language to swear in 
I swear in  Frequency % 
Language other than Arabic 21 13.6 
A mixture of Arabic and any other language/s 
I speak 
94 61.0 
Arabic 39 25.3 
Total 154 100.0 
 
  Table (14) Used languages of offensive swear words 
It is most offensive to swear in Frequency % 
Language other than Arabic 1 0.6 
A mixture of Arabic and any other language/s 
I speak 
19 12.3 
Arabic 134 87.0 
Total 154 100.0 
 
Tables (13) and (14) supports this claim regarding the emotional load of Arabic swear 
words. While the participants reported that they 61% of them swear in both Arabic and English 
most of the time, 87% swear in Arabic when delivering offensive swearing.  Although 
participants use English and Arabic swear words, they reported that swearing in Arabic carries 
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a greater emotional load than swearing in English or in another second language. This statement 
matches Dewaele’s (2004) study of multilinguals’ perception of swear words’ and taboo words’ 
emotional force. Dewaele’s data revealed high perception of swear words’ emotional force in 
the L1 (or dominant language), and less powerful perception of swearwords in L2 (less 
dominant/subsequent language/s). A swear word is more offensive if used in one’s native 
tongue. When comparing the swear words (14) to (2), both of which have the same meaning, 
participants viewed swear word (14) as more offensive than swear word (2).  
2. Swearing and Gender Constellations 
Table (16) Swearing Behaviour in Gender Constellations 
Gender Constellations Frequency Percent 
Group of all females 52 33.8 
Group of all males 10 6.5 
A mixed group 6 3.9 
It does not matter 86 55.8 
Total 154 100.0 
 
Table (16) shows that while 33.8% of the questionnaire participants only swear in groups 
of all females, none of the interviewees reported that she swears in groups of only females. 6.5% 
of participants only swear with male only groups. This was interestingly supported by some 
female participants who indicated only swearing/using swear words with male groups only. A 
follow-up interviewee expressed her comfort with swearing in the company of all males and 
even offered to volunteer to help in this study by conducting some interviews. Interestingly, she 
interviewed a male friend of her own and sent it to us in case it would help. She reported that 
she could only do interviews with males.  
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3.9% stated that they use swear words in mixed groups. Three follow-up interviewees 
indicated that they use swear words in mixed gender groups even if there are males present they 
do not know. Some of them reported that they would use mild or moderate swear words in mixed 
groups with people they do not know. This statement agrees with Sapolsky & Kaye (2005) and 
Jay (1992). Four follow-up interviewees also confirmed, as Fägersten (2012) and Staley (1978) 
proposes, that although males’ presence does not affect their own swearing behavior, they 
believe that females are (primarily) linguistically liberal when they are in only female groups 
where they feel more comfortable and are not worried about being heard by males. 55.8 % of the 
participants swear regardless of gender constellations. Some interviewees said that they would 
use any swear words regardless of how offensive the swear words are (as (Krishnayya (2001) 
also reported) regardless of gender constellations on campus. One interviewee reported that she 
intentionally uses vulgar swear words with males in order to let them speak freely with no 
limitations. She said that she does this as a reflexive response to some male AUCians who use 
strong language as a way to show their dominance in social interaction (in accordance with 
Selnow (1985), and Lakoff (1973)). In accordance with McEnery (2005), another interview 
stated that although she swears even when males are around, some of her male friends took about 
a month to use swear words when she is around, and that they still make a conscious effort to 
watch which swear words they use with her. When the follow-up interviewees were asked to 
elaborate on question (9) in the survey, they reported that while some participants would use 
mild or moderate swear words in some mixed groups, other female participants would use 
stronger offensive swear words in whatever gender constellation. 
The following tables (17- 22), reflect data about female students’ swearing patterns when 
males, females, and professors are around.  
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Table (17) Participants’ attitudes towards other AUCian females’ swearing 
When I hear a female AUCians swears I Frequency % 
 find it totally unacceptable. 8 5.2 
 might find it inappropriate. 35 22.7 
 might be uncomfortable with it. 29 18.8 
 like it. 4 2.6 
 don’t mind. 78 50.6 
Total 154 100.0 
 
Table (18) AUCian females’ reaction to AUCian males’ swearing 
If I hear a male AUCians swears I Frequency % 
 find it totally unacceptable. 12 7.8 
 might find it inappropriate. 36 23.4 
 might be uncomfortable with it. 33 21.4 
 like it. 3 1.9 
 don’t mind. 70 45.5 
Total 154 100.0 
 
Table (19) AUCian females’ use swear words on social media 
It is acceptable that some female AUCians swear on 
some of their Whatsapp groups and Facebook pages 
Frequency % 
 Strongly disagree 1 0.6 
 Disagree 17 11.0 
 Neither agree nor disagree 41 26.6 
 Agree 45 29.2 
 Strongly Agree 50 32.5 
Total 154 100.0 
 
Table (20) AUCian females’ use of swear words in classrooms 
Some AUCian Females swear/use swear words in 
classes even when there is a professor. 
Frequency % 
 Strongly disagree 17 11.0 
 Disagree 40 26.0 
 Neither agree nor disagree 46 29.9 
 Agree 44 28.6 
 Strongly Agree 7 4.5 
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Total 154 100.0 
 
Table (21) AUCian females’ reaction to other AUCian females swearing 
How do you think AUCian females would react if 
another female swears? 
Frequency % 
They might find it inappropriate. 22 14.3 
They might be uncomfortable with it. 46 29.9 
They like it. 8 5.2 
They don’t mind. 78 50.6 
Total 154 100.0 
 
Table (22) Participants’ perception on AUCian males’ reaction to AUCian females’ swearing 
How do you think AUCians male would react if a 
female swears? 
Frequency % 
 They might find it inappropriate. 48 31.2 
 They might be uncomfortable with it. 24 15.6 
 They like it. 14 9.1 
 They don’t mind. 68 44.2 
Total 154 100.0 
 
The results largely support Jay’s (1992) view of college students’ liberal views on 
swearing on campus. The data shows that 44.2% of female AUCians believe that male AUCians 
do not mind if they hear female students swear. 50.6% of the participants believe it is acceptable 
for other female students to swear or hear them swear. 45.5% of the participants do not mind if 
male students swear on campus, which, interestingly, is lower than their acceptance of female 
students swear on campus. 28.6 % of participants find it acceptable to use swear words with 
some professors in the classroom. One question of the questionnaire asked about swearing on 
social media. The participants showed equal responses of un/acceptance to written or face to face 
swearing. This result might be due to students’ tolerance of swearing in general, explaining their 
indifference to whether the swearing occurs face to face or behind screens.  
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3. Social and Linguistic Functions of Swearing  
This section discusses the third question about the linguistic and social functions of 
swearing amongst female undergraduate students at the AUC. The first and second questions of 
this study examined the sensitivity and use of swear words, as well as the effect of gender 
constellations on swearing. Responses were analyzed using frequency counts, offensiveness 
ratings, and qualitative accounts of swearing behavior in gender group. The data shows that 
social distance affects swearing/swear words use in terms of linguistic choices and social 
judgment. Swearing / use of swear words is used either to place or remove boundaries among 
female AUCians.  
Table (23) Swearing/Swear Words Functions 
Swearing/Swear words Function Count Percent 
Dominance 3 2.0% 
Speech Style 5 3.4% 
To show Solidarity (Group identity) 7 4.7% 
Intimacy 11 7.4% 
To be social and build relationships 12 8.1% 
Pain 27 18.1% 
To insult someone 37 24.8% 
Show humour / Joy 66 44.3% 
To add emphasis 72 48.3% 
Show exclamation / Wonder/ Surprise 74 49.7% 
Show Anger 108 72.5% 
 
Table (23) shows that a considerable number of the participants used swear words to 
express negative or aggressive emotions. 72.5% of participants indicated that they used swear 
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words as an indication of anger while 24.8% of the participants used swear words as an insult. 
This type of swearing is categorized by Kapoor (2016) as “annoyance swearing” which 
originates in transgression and stress. The data generated in this study is in accordance with Jay’s 
(2009) claim that anger and frustration account for two thirds of swearing data. The data also 
falls in line with Rassin & Muris’ (2005) conclusions about regular swearing being used 
primarily to express negative emotions associated with aggression. Table (24) shows highly rated 
offensive swear words expressing anger that were used by participants. These words fall in the 
categories of: sexual activities, sexual body parts, body excrement, religious, and animal 
likeness. The follow-up interviewees, in accordance with Montagu’s (1967) claim, added that 
they use swear words function as a relief mechanism. 49.7% of participants reported using swear 
words to express surprise, wonder, and exclamation. Such swearing/swear words is categorized 
as “social swearing” which, hypothetically, promotes social bonding and coalition-formation 
(Kapoor, 2016). Social swearing also includes swear words that indicate emphasis, intimacy, 
humor/joy, pain, social solidarity. 48.3% of the participants used swear words to express 
emphasis. 44.3% of participants used swear words to express humor or joy. A follow-up 
interviewee indicated that she and a friend make funny compounds of swear words. Some of 
those swear words are extremely offensive such as (135), (136). Another interviewee would 
“snore” for fun when she is with her boyfriend.  Jay (2009) described social swearing as positive 
swearing that promote social harmony or cohesion”. Some follow-up participants indicated that 
they sometimes swear to break the ice and build social relationships. They also sometimes swear 
to define themselves as belonging to a specific social group or friends. The questionnaire 
responses show, similar to the results of Stapleton’s (2010) study, that 4.7% of participants use 
swear words to show solidarity, and 7.4% of the study population use swear words to build 
intimacy and 8.1% of participants swear to be social and build relationships. Four follow-up 
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interviewees showed interest in meeting once more (and those who had been interviewed via 
telephone) with the interviewer saying that they felt the interview showed common space 
between them and that they felt they should be friends. Tables (25) and (26) list swear words 
used to show surprise and solidarity. Some follow-up interviewees said that they might swear to 
show off and look cool. 2 % of participants used swear words to maintain dominance, a finding 
in accordance with those of Baruch et al. (2017). Limbrick (1991), according to Jay (2009), 
claimed that swearing helps (female professionals) demonstrate assertiveness in male-dominated 
environments. A follow-up interviewee, when asked what she feels when she swears, said that 
swearing is sometimes a pain reliever, which is in line with the 18.1% of participants who 
reported using swear words when feeling pain. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 
 
This research was undertaken to investigate the sociolinguistic phenomenon of swearing 
/ swear words use amongst female undergraduate students at the American University in Cairo. 
The flood of swearing in the Egyptian media and on the AUC campus was the inspiration for 
this study. As research on the Arabic context is considerably rare, this study examined the 
swearing behavior amongst females affiliated with Egyptian upper-class by investigating the 
offensiveness/severity level of the swear words that the participants use, the effect of gender 
constellation on the participants’ swearing behavior, and the linguistic and social functions of 
swearing. 154 AUC female students responded to an online questionnaire and 6 AUC female 
students participated in a follow-up interview. The results aligned with the bulk of research 
literature on “im”polite language, indicating that female students at the AUC , who are largely 
affluent Egyptians, use swear words with less frequency than male AUC students, but with an 
equal offensiveness. The data also showed that the offensiveness of swear words which used on 
the AUC campus is relative. Some swear words have lost their emotional force and instead are 
used as intensifiers. Gender constellations do not significantly affect the AUC female students’ 
swearing/swear word use. Most of the follow-up interviews maintain swearing as a speech style. 
Anger and insult are the main impetus for swearing. Also, 50 % of the participants swear to 
express emphasis, intimacy, humor/joy, pain, and to promote social bonding and solidarity. 
Pedagogical Implication 
Avoiding impolite language as a pedagogical limb in language teaching leaves language 
students with a considerable gap in their linguistic and cultural competence in the targeted 
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language. Swear words bear great emotional loads, and students must therefore develop a 
pragmatic and cultural competence in swearing in the targeted language in order to avoid 
unexpected and undesirable consequences. Learners of Arabic, especially those who study on 
the AUC campus, are sometimes exposed to swear words which are used by native speakers or 
in movies, 'Mahraganat' (a new hybrid Pop music wave in Egypt) or popular books. Those 
learners may also be targets of such words.  As a result, they sometimes ask about a meaning of 
a swear word or a taboo word in front of their peers with a neutral tone expecting the instructor 
to answer. This is sometimes because these learners do not recognize the word in question as a 
swear word or their low perception of swearwords emotional force in Egyptian Arabic (L2) 
(Dewaele, 2004). Being socially and pedagogically contentious, such minefield words, could 
contextually be represented, if it matches instructors’ beliefs towards this language aspect, to 
“interested” Arabic learners. As this aspect of language often expresses some learners’ 
personality, identity, and humor (Horan, 2013), Liyanage et al. (2015) called for language 
teachers’ responsibility for considering how their language instruction might assist their learners 
develop intercultural competence of this language aspect. The previous statement can be a 
potential answer of Dewaele’s (2008) question of why there is a need to include 
“appropriateness” in teaching a foreign language. This is not an argument to develop courses or 
textbooks targeting pedagogically introducing/instructing swear words or explicitly teaching 
swear words, but rather to open up dialogue amongst language educators and researchers who 
either argue for students’ right to be rude if they want to “as long as they are aware of the 
consequences of their actions”, or who find swear words and their teaching an ethical dilemma 
(Liyanage et al. 2015, p.115). This is also to emphasis that considering “in”appropriate language 
teaching mainly depends on instructors’ personal attitudes toward this language aspect. A 
common ground is to develop learners’ pragmatic competence so that they can properly negotiate 
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the use of “in”appropriate language, which requires an understanding of contextualized social 
interactions and what Jay (1992) referred to as "dirty word etiquette". Mercury (1995) and Jay 
and Janschewitz (2008) argued that language learners need only learn enough to understand what 
constitutes “obscene language”, why a (native) speaker would choose (not) to use such language, 
what is acceptable or unacceptable when using swear words or taboo language, and what such 
language signifies sociolinguistically. Such knowledge of culturally specific vocabulary, would 
provide learners with the sociocultural conventions governing the use of swear words11 
(Liyanage et al. 2015). This could be by directly discussing this aspect of language or by using 
authentic spoken discourse or film fragments integrated into their language courses to develop 
learners’ appropriate pragmatic awareness and use of sociolinguistic markers’ (Dewaele, 2008). 
Movies, novels, talk shows, and audio fragments are potential resources and representative 
samples of what Egyptian Arabic learners are exposed to daily. Examples of such materials 
include the movie 18 Days  , chapter 5 of “Istakhdam Al Hayat” , an audio clip of film making 
about Yousuf Shaheen , two episodes of a comic and sarcastic animation show “Aymoon El 
Magnon”: 1-2, a fragment from “Bebo we Beshear” movie, and a clip of collected swear words 
that were used on some Egyptian talk shows. One way to proceed the swear words in these 
potential resource is discussing them the same approach other taboo topics are presented/treated 
in Arabic culture, as developing awareness of the swear words pragmatics does not entail using 
or explicitly instructing them in language classrooms. Learners could also be exposed to 
euphemistic strategies such as those in Abla Fahita talk show, to help them survive in 
complicated situations such as code switching between their native language and Arabic. This 
                                                          
11 Some learners mainly consult online forums and websites as the only available sources for learning swear / 
taboo words, but these forums and website do not provide learners with the sociocultural conventions 
governing the use of swear words. 
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skill could serve learners well as they try to avoid unpleasant situations with native speakers 
where less emotional load is perceived.  
Limitations of the Study 
The study subjects are limited to (Egyptian) female undergraduate students at the 
American university in Cairo between the age of (18-25) of different disciplines. The 
questionnaire was published on AUC Facebook pages (e.g., Rate AUC Professors). Investigation 
of swear words were not exclusive to a specific alias/swearing category. The study investigated 
swearing and the use of swear words in both Arabic and English in multiple social contexts. 
Minced oath /emphatic swearing, non-verbal body language or gestures with swearing-like 
connotations were included.   
Future research should seek investigating male and female AFL instructors’ attitudes 
towards considering impolite language in language teaching. A corpus of both male and female 
AUCians’ swear words could be built and be compared to swear words used by different social 
classes in Egyptian community which would help enrich Arabic sociolinguistic research in this 
language aspect. The swearing behavior of female graduate AUC students could also be 
compared to the current study population as a different age group to investigate age as a variable. 
Males’ perception of female AUC students using swear words is recommended to be investigated 
in future research, as well. Cross variables analysis could be carried out, e.g. to investigate 
students’ sensitivity (e.g., junior, sophomore, …) to swear words severity, etc. 
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 SECIDNEPPA
 selbaT drow raewS :A xidneppA
 srebmuN drow raewS )A( elbaT
 srebmuN sdrow raewS
 201 كس أختك 86 بيضان 43 toidI 1 بيئة
 301 كس أم كدة 07 تخلف 53 ...كس 2 kcuF 
 401 كس أمك 17 تعريص 63 yaw gnikcuf oN 3 tihS
 501 كس دين الدين 27 جامد فشخ 73 GMO 4 ني/بيهيج 
 601 كلبة 37 جاموسة 83 meht wercS 5 فشخ 
 701 متخلف 47 جربوع 04 hctib a fo noS 6 ميتين اهاليكم  
 801 ة/متناك 57 جزمة 14 diputS 7 يلعن 
 901 معفن 67 خرا 24 ytidiputS 8 *شخر*
 011 مفشوخ 77 حاجة زبالة 34 yhallaW 9 elohssA
 111 مهزق 87 ة/حقير 44 ?kceh eht tahW 01  hctiB
 211 موزة 97 ة/حيوان 54 ?lleh eht tahW 11 parC
 taht s'tahW 21 tnuC
 ? nmad
 311 ميتين أم كده 18 خول 64
دين ام الخرة  74 erohW 31  nmaD
 دا
 411 نيك 28
 511 نيلة 38 دين أمك 84 FTW 41 أحا 
 611 هبل 48 دين أمي 94 الشرموطةابن  51 حمار
 711 هبلة 58 رخم 05 ابن الكلب 61 ehcuoD
 snoitcaer laicaF
 tuohtiw
 gniraews
 811 هفشخك 68 زبالة 15 ابن المتناكة 71
 911 والله 78 زبر 25 ابن المراه 91 ti kcuF
 021 وحياة أمك 88 زفت 35 ابن الوسخة 02 ffo kcuF
 121 ة/وسخ 98 سخيف 45 ابن كلب 12 aey kcuF
 221 يا خراشي 09 شرموطة 55 ..بنت /ابن 22 uoy kcuF
 321 يا دين أمي 19 طيزك حمرا 65 بنت متناكة/ابن 32 dekcuF
 421 يا لهوي 29 عبيط 75 اتفشخت 42 pu dekcuF
 521 يا لهوي إيه دا؟ 39 عرص 85 اية دا؟ 52 gnikcuF
 621 نهار أسوديا  49 علق 95 أبو شكلك 62 ?nadeG
 721 يا ولاد الكلب 59 عيب 16 أحيه 72 serutseG
 821 يا ولاد الوسخة 69 ة/غبي 26 أمك قرعة 82 haey kceH
 921 يخربيتك 79 فشح 36 أهبل 92 sey lleH
 031 يلعن أبو 89 قذر 46 أيه الخرا دا؟ 03 eoH
 131 جامدة نيك 99 قرف 56 أيه الهبل دا؟ 13 parc yloH
 231 فشيخ 001 قشطة نيك 66 بحبك فشخ 23 sey parc yloH
 331 لبوة 101 قليل الأدب 76 بحبك نيك 33 tihS yloH
31 بيضان القرد 731 !اشخرلك؟“
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 431 تعبان خرا 531 كس النعجة
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  supmac CUA eht no sdroW raewS desu yltneuqerF )3( elbaT
 % tnuoC sdroW raewS % tnuoC sdroW raewS
 %7.0 1 فشيخ  %1.24 95  أحا  
 %7.0 1 جامدة نيك  %9.22 23 فشخ  
 %7.0 1 هفشخك  %1.71 42 kcuF  
 %7.0 1 مفشوخ  %4.61 32 نيك 
 %7.0 1 متناك  %0.51 12 خرا 
 %7.0 1 شرموطة  %1.7 01 كس أمك 
 %7.0 1 دين أمي  %4.6 9 tihS 
 %7.0 1 ابن المراه  %0.5 7 خول 
 %7.0 1 ابن الكلب  %3.4 6 وسخة 
 %7.0 1 erohW  %9.2 4 بيضان 
 %7.0 1 hctib a fo noS  %1.2 3 *شخر* 
 %7.0 1 pu dekcuF  %4.1 2 عرص 
 %7.0 1 ehcuoD  %4.1 2 ابن المتناكة 
 %7.0 1 بيهيجني   %4.1 2 hctiB 
 %7.0 1 فشيخ  %4.1 2 elohssA 
 %7.0 1 أحا نيك  %7.0 1 لبوة
 
   seirogetac sdrow raews tnereffid fo ataD )9( elbaT
 stnapicitraP yb tsom desu sdroW raewS
 هبل  ti kcuF  
 هبلة  uoy kcuF 
 وحياة أمك  eoH 
 يا دين أمي  ytidiputS 
 يخربيتك  ابن كلب 
 hctiB  أبو شكلك 
 حمار  أيه الخرا دا؟ 
 عبيط  تخلف 
 قذر  حيوان/ة 
 كس أمك  رخم 
 diputS  زبالة 
 خول  سخيف 
 شرموطة  عرص 
 وسخ/ة  علق 
 متخلف  غبي/ة 
 مهزق  قرف 
 ميتين أم كده  كس أختك 
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Table (10) Swear words most frequently used by AUCian females 
Swear words most 
frequently used by female 
AUCians 
Count % Swear words most 
frequently used by 
female AUCians 
Count % 
ين/جيهيب 1 0.80% هدك مأ نيتيم 1 0.80% 
Asshole 1 0.80% يمأ نيد اي 1 0.80% 
Damn 1 0.80% كين ةدماج 1 0.80% 
Fuck you 1 0.80% Bitch 2 1.60% 
Fucked 1 0.80% قلع 2 1.60% 
Fucked up 1 0.80% ةطومرش 3 2.40% 
Whore 1 0.80% ة/خسو 4 3.20% 
WTF 1 0.80% ناضيب 5 4.00% 
ةخسولا نبا 1 0.80% لوخ 5 4.00% 
تنب/نبا .. 1 0.80% كمأ سك 7 5.60% 
تخشفتا 1 0.80% كين 9 7.30% 
تفز 1 0.80% Shit 14 11.30% 
صرع 1 0.80% ارخ 25 20.20% 
رذق 1 0.80% Fuck 29 23.40% 
فرق 1 0.80% خشف 30 24.20% 
ة/كانتم 1 0.80% احأ 46 37.10% 
 
Table (11) Top reported swear words in the study 
Swear Words Count out of 1068 collect swear words % 
احأ 234 21.9 
Fuck 140 13.1 
خشف 112 10.5 
ارخ 108 10.1 
Shit 98 9.2 
كين 53 5.0 
كمأ( سك) 36 2.9 
ناضيب 19 1.8 
لوخ 19 1.8 
ة/خسو 16 1.5 
Bitch 12 1.1 
WTF 12 1.1 
فرق 8 0.7 
ةطومرش 7 0.7 
*رخش* 6 0.6 
صرع 6 0.6 
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 regna wohs ot desu sdrow raewS )42( elbaT
 % tnuoC WS regnA % tnuoC WS regnA
 %7.0 1 زفت  %0.12 92 kcuF  
 %7.0 1 زبالة  %6.91 72 خرا 
 %7.0 1  الخرة دادين ام   %8.81 62 أحا  
 %7.0 1 خول  %4.9 31 tihS 
 %7.0 1 حيوان/ة  %8.5 8 كس أمك 
 %7.0 1 حقير/ة  %1.5 7 بيضان 
 %7.0 1 تعريص  %6.3 5 قرف 
 %7.0 1 أيه الخرا دا؟  %9.2 4 FTW 
 %7.0 1 أهبل  %2.2 3 وسخ/ة 
 %7.0 1 ابن الوسخة  %4.1 2 نيك 
 %7.0 1  الكلبابن   %4.1 2 قليل الأدب 
 %7.0 1 ابن الشرموطة  %4.1 2 diputS 
 %7.0 1 ?lleh eht tahW  %4.1 2 gnikcuF 
 %7.0 1 ?kceh eht tahW  %4.1 2 فشخ  
 %7.0 1 uoy kcuF  %7.0 1 يلعن أبو 
 %7.0 1 حمار  %7.0 1 كس دين الدين 
 %7.0 1 يلعن   %7.0 1 كس أم كدة 
 %7.0 1  اهاليكمميتين    %7.0 1 قذر 
 %7.0 1 عرص  %7.0 1 غبي/ة 
    %7.0 1 عيب 
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Table (25) Swear words to used show Surprise           Table (26) Swear words to used show 
……………………                                                                              Solidarity 
Showing Surprise 
SW 
Count %  Showing Solidarity 
SW 
Count % 
  احأ 9 15.8%    احأ 45 39.1% 
  خشف 9 15.8%   Shit 19 16.5% 
 Shit 7 12.3%    Fuck 14 12.2% 
  Fuck 6 10.5%   WTF 5 4.3% 
 ارخ 4 7.0%   كين 4 3.5% 
 Bitch 3 5.3%   هيحأ 4 3.5% 
  ايدوسأ راهن  1 1.8%   Holy Shit 4 3.5% 
 كين 1 1.8%   يمأ نيد اي 3 2.6% 
 ةزوم 1 1.8%   ارخ 2 1.7% 
 ةبلك 1 1.8%   ؟اد لبهلا هيأ 2 1.7% 
 كين ةطشق 1 1.8%    خشف 2 1.7% 
 لوخ 1 1.8%   بلكلا دلاو اي 1 0.9% 
 ةمزج 1 1.8%   دوسأ راهن اي 1 0.9% 
 خشف دماج 1 1.8%   ؟اد هيإ يوهل اي 1 0.9% 
 كين كبحب 1 1.8%   يوهل اي 1 0.9% 
 خشف كبحب 1 1.8%   يشارخ اي 1 0.9% 
 ةعرق كمأ 1 1.8%   اللهو 1 0.9% 
 WTF 1 1.8%   لبه 1 0.9% 
 Stupid 1 1.8%   ةلابز ةجاح 1 0.9% 
 Screw them 1 1.8%   ةمزج 1 0.9% 
 No fucking way 1 1.8%    هيأ؟اد ارخلا  1 0.9% 
 Holy crap yes 1 1.8%   ؟اد ةيا 1 0.9% 
 Hell yes 1 1.8%   What's that damn ? 1 0.9% 
 Gedan? 1 1.8%   What the hell? 1 0.9% 
 Fuck yea 1 1.8%   OMG 1 0.9% 
 رامح 1 1.8%   Holy crap 1 0.9% 
 Damn 1 1.8%   Heck yeah 1 0.9% 
 Crap 1 1.8%   Gestures 1 0.9% 
  Facial reactions 
without swearing 
1 0.9% 
  Damn 1 0.9% 
  *رخش* 1 0.9% 
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Appendix B: Arabic Phonemic Transcription Symbols 
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Appendix C: Questionnaire Items 
 
1. My highs school certificate is  
IGCSE 
American Diploma 
IB 
Thanaweya Amma 
Other (Please specify) :               
2. Are you a  
Freshmen 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Senoir 
3. How often do you hear AUCians swear/use swear words on campus? 
Never 
Rarely 
Sometimes 
Usually 
Always 
4. In your opinion, female AUCians use swear words... 
 Less than male AUCians 
 As much as male AUCians 
 More than male AUCians 
 I don't know 
5. How often would you say you use swear words or phrases? 
Never 
Rarely 
Sometimes 
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Usually 
Always 
6. What severity of swear words do you typically use? 
 Mild 
 Moderate 
Strong 
Strongest 
All of them are equal 
I don’t swear 
7. What type of swear words do you use? (multichoice) Content of swear words I use is 
related to:   
Religion 
Sexual Activities 
Sexual body parts 
Sexual preference 
Mental Illness (stupidity,etc.) 
Body Discharge (Excrement,etc.) 
Animal likeness 
Hygiene (lack of cleanliness etc) 
Disasters, Calamities (Ex: requesting from divinity that disaster or calamity befall targeted 
person Blast you all, etc.) 
Death and birth (Ex.: requesting from divinity that death befall targeted person) 
Eating habits (Eating like a pig/animal....etc) 
Social and biological background (Ex. when a person raised by surrogate parents, foundling, 
spinster) 
Occupation-social status (thieving, prostitution, etc) 
Lack of Honor, prestige, Intelligence, Courage, Masculinity 
Ethnic background (Ex. stigmatized being from Upper Egypt, Nuba, Delta: “Falaah, Sa3idi, da 
Sudani) 
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Legal status (Ex: a felony / criminal) 
Drug abuse 
Other than that (specify) 
I don’t use swear words 
8. You swear to (multichoice) 
Show Anger 
Show exclamation / Wonder/ Surprise 
Show humour / Joy 
To insult someone 
To be social and build relationships 
To show Solidarity (Group identity) 
Dominance 
Intimacy 
To add emphasis  
Pain  
Other (please specify) 
9. I most likely swear in a 
Group of all males 
Group of all females 
A mixed group 
It does not matter 
10. Out of campus, I……….on campus. 
swear more than 
swear less than 
As much as  
never swear  
11. I most likely swear in…… .  
Arabic 
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Language other than Arabic 
A mixture of Arabic and any other language/s I speak 
12. It is most offensive to swear in…… . 
Arabic 
Language other than Arabic 
A mixture of Arabic and any other language/s I speak 
13. When I hear a female AUCians swears I….. . 
don’t mind. 
like it. 
might be uncomfortable with it. 
might find it inappropriate. 
find it totally unacceptable. 
14. If I hear a male AUCians swears I….. . 
don’t mind 
actually like it 
might be uncomfortable with it 
might find it inappropriate 
find it totally unacceptable. 
15. How do you think male AUCians would react if a female swears? 
They don’t mind. 
They like it. 
They might be uncomfortable with it. 
They might find it inappropriate. 
16. How do you think female Aucians would react if another female swears? 
They don’t mind. 
They like it. 
They might be uncomfortable with it. 
They might find it inappropriate. 
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17. Do you think there are swear words used most by female Aucians? 
Yes 
No 
Indicate two (only) of most widely used swear words. 
18. I believe non-AUCian females swear ……. female Aucians. 
less than  
more than  
as frequently as 
19. How would you describe the female AUCians’ conversation? 
Liberal  
Conservative  
Both liberal and conservative 
20. To what extent do you agree with the following statement? 
There are swear words that are used in casual speech and no longer perceived as swear 
words. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Neither agree nor disagree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 
AUCians sometimes swear/use swear words in classes even when there is a professor. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Neither agree nor disagree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Some Female Aucians swear/use swear words in classes even when there is a professor. 
Strongly Agree 
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Agree 
Neither agree nor disagree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 
It is acceptable that some female AUCians swear on some of their Whatsapp groups and 
Facebook pages. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Neither agree nor disagree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Write the swear word in the language it is used if possible for the following questions. 
21. What is the most frequent swear word you hear on campus? 
22.What is the swear word you use most often in your speech (Your favorite one)?  
23. What is the swear word you use most often in your speech when: 
- angry? ……………….. 
- showing surprise?.................... 
- showing solidarity or endearment?................. 
24. In your opinion, what are swear words used most often by female AUCians ? 
You are invited to discuss the subject of this questionnaire - gender and swearing - in further 
details in a follow-up interview (approx. 15 minutes). If interested, send a message to 
sociolinguistic.research@gmail.com (or leave your email address in the box below) or call 
****** or leave your phone number: 
 
THANK YOU! 
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Appendix D: Interview Questions 
 
Interviews were conducted either in English or Arabic according to the participants preferences. 
1. How long have you been at the AUC? 
2. How many people do you know on campus? 
3. Where do you prefer to spend your spare time? Do you like quiet areas or crowded 
areas? 
4. Did you have a stereotype of the AUC community that have changed when you became 
an AUCian? 
5. How would you describe the way you talk in most your social conversations (on and 
off campus: EX:liberal, informal, casual, conservative )?  
6. Do you think a lot of what you are saying and how you are saying it? 
7. Do you hear swear words on campus? 
8. Do you hear female AUCians swear? 
9. Why do you think female AUCians swear? 
10. What situations are swear words used in? Why? 
11. What are swear words you use on campus? 
12. Do you think there are swear words used by female AUCians and others used by male 
AUCians? 
13. What are the swear words used by female AUCians? How do they differ (if any) from 
the ones used by males? 
14. What is the most common swear word that is used by females on campus? 
15. Do you use swear words? Why? what is your favorite swear word?  
16. What is the most offensive/vulgar swear word you use? When do you use it? With 
whom or in whom’s presence? 
17. Do you swear in more than a language? Why? What is the language you use most often 
when you swear? 
18. In your opinion what is the most vulgar/offensive swear word you heard from a female 
AUCian? 
19. When do you swear most: when with female friends/male friends/ both male and 
female friends? 
20. Are there swear words that is used frequently and not considered as a swear word? 
21. Where are the places that you most often hear swear words in? 
22. What do you think of swearing in general and of female AUCians who swear? 
23. Do you swear only on campus or in other places? How? Why? Do you use different 
swear words off campus than those you use on campus? 
24. Do you think swearing is only a masculine form of speech?Why? 
25. Do you want to add something else? Do you think this interview should have covered 
something else about this topic? 
Thank you!  
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 cibarA otni detalsnart snoitseuQ weivretnI
 أنت بقالك قد ايه في الجامعة؟  .1
 تقريبا عدد الناس اللي تعرفهم كام؟  .2
 بتحب تقضي وقتك الفاضي هنا فين؟بتحب الاماكن الهادية ولا اللي بتكون فيها / مليانة ناس؟  .3
 لا؟ كان عندك تصور معين عن مجتمع الجامعة قبل ماتكون فيه؟ ايه هو؟ اتغير ولا  .4
 ممكن توصف اسلوب كلامك بشكل عام ازاي؟ (متحفظ / كاجوال / متحرر / عادي)  .5
 أنت بتفكر في الكلام اللي بتقوله او هتقوله ازاي؟  .6
 هنا في الجامعة؟ sdrow raewsبتسمع    .7
 بتسمع بنات هنا بيستخدموا الكلمات دي؟  .8
 تفتكر ليه؟ .9
 فيها؟ ليه؟ sdrow raewsايه هي المواقف اللي ممكن تستحدم ال  .01
 . ايه هي الكلمات اللي بيتسخدمها في الجامعة؟11
 تفتكر في كلمات خاصة بالبنات وكلمات خاصة بالولاد؟ .21
 موها؟طيب ايه هي الكلمات اللي البنات بيستخدموها هنا؟ طب ايه الفرق بينها وبين الكلمات اللي الول بيستخد .31
 طيب.... ايه اكتر كلمة بتسمعها من البنات هنا؟ .41
 المفضلة عندك؟ drow raews؟ ليه؟ ايه ال  sdrow raewsطيب انت بتستخدم  .51
 طيب ايه افظع كلمة استخدمتها ؟ بتستخدمها امتي؟ مع مين و قدام مين؟ .61
 اللغة اللي بتسخدميها اكتر؟انت بتسخدمي الكلمات دي في لغة واحدة ولا اكتر؟ليه؟ وايه  .71
 طيب ايه افظع كلمة سمعتها من بنت هنا ؟   .81
 عادة بتستخدم الكلمات دي اكتر مع اصحابك البنات / الولاد / الاتنين مبيفرقوش معاكي؟  .91
 اللي في الكلام دايما وبقت كانها كلمة عادية؟ drow raewsطيب ايه هي ال  .02
 لي بتسمعي فيها الكلمات دي؟اية هي اكتر الاماكن ال .12
 طيب انت رايك استخدام الكلمات دي بشكل عام؟ وفي البنات اللي بتستخدمها؟ .22
طيب انت بتسخدمي الكلمات دي في الجامعة بس ولا في اماكن تانية؟ ازاي؟ ليه؟ طيب بتستخدم كلمات تانية مختلفة  .32
 برة الجامعة غير اللي بيتستخدميها جوه الجامعة؟
 مرتبط بالولاد بس؟ ليه؟ gniraewsطيب انت رايك ان ال  .42
عندك حاجة عايزة تضفيها او تسالي عنها؟ طيب انت شايفة ان الاسئلة دي مغطية الموضوع ولا محتاجين نضيف  .52
 اسئلة تانية؟
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